The Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system, a state-of-the-science 9 regional air quality modeling system developed by the US Environmental Protection Agency, 10 is being used for a variety of environmental modeling problems including regulatory 11 applications, air quality forecasting, evaluation of emissions control strategies, process-level 12 research, and interactions of global climate change and regional air quality. The 13
Introduction 25
The Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system (Byun and Schere, 2006 ) 26 simulates atmospheric processes and air quality (including gas-phase chemistry, 27 heterogeneous chemistry, particulate matter, and airborne toxic pollutants) over a broad range 28 of spatial and temporal scales using a comprehensive computational framework based on first -29 The output from MCIP is a suite of model-ready meteorological fields that are input for 1 emissions processing and for the CTM. 2 MCIP is designed to maximize physical, spatial, and, temporal consistency between the 3 meteorological fields and the CTM. In this manner, MCIP is sensitive to the horizontal 4 staggering and vertical coordinate systems of the input meteorological models, and it is 5 tailored to internally adapt to those details. In addition, MCIP is designed to maximize the 6 use of the prognostic fields directly from the meteorological model wherever possible. 7
However, MCIP is also set up to necessitate minimal modifications in the input 8 meteorological model (with regard to required output fields, prescribing mandatory physics 9 options, or altering physical constants) to accommodate users with a variety of meteorological 10 modeling applications and CMAQ users who acquire their meteorological fields from another 11 source (i.e., users with a specific interest in only air quality modeling who collaborate or 12 contract with a partner who provides meteorological model fields). MCIP is designed to limit 13 the burden on the user community by keeping it as flexible and adaptable as possible. Lastly, 14 MCIP is meant to be a transparent software program such that there is no need to name the 15 input model source a priori. MCIP can adapt to and generate fields for various Eulerian 16 meteorological models with regular limited-area grids. In order to minimize the effort of 17 software maintenance, particularly as scientific improvements are developed and 18 implemented, there is only one instantiation of MCIP in the CMAQ modeling system rather 19 than separate versions of MCIP for each meteorological model. MCIP is specifically 20 designed to dynamically determine as much information about the incoming meteorological 21 data sets as possible (e.g., domain sizes, projections, available input fields) to minimize the 22 amount of user input and the potential for user errors. The CMAQ modeling system 23 (including its emissions processing component) uses output from MCIP without specifying 24 the source model for the incoming meteorological data. 25 The purpose of this paper is to describe the scientific and logistical aspects of MCIP. The 26 fundamental scientific equations in the original MCIP documentation (Byun et al., 1999) are 27 still applicable. However, because the CMAQ modeling system has been under continuous 28 development, earlier documentation of MCIP does not reflect the current state of the CMAQ 29 modeling system or the current science. For example, additional meteorological models are 30 now supported in MCIP, and MCIP has been considerably streamlined with regard to user 31 options and input needs since its original release. This article provides updated information 32 regarding the current processing in MCIP. Additional detailed information regarding the 1 timeline of changes to MCIP is provided as part of the official releases of MCIP. Mesoscale Model (MM5) (Grell et al., 1994) and from the Weather Research and Forecasting 7 (WRF) Model's Advanced Research WRF (ARW) core (Skamarock et al., 2008) . Other 8 meteorological models have been coupled with the CMAQ modeling system via MCIP or 9 software that either mimics or was adapted from MCIP (see Sect. 8 ), but the community 10 release of MCIP is restricted to using MM5 and WRF-ARW data sets at this time. The 11 meteorological input can be ingested by MCIP on the Lambert conformal, polar stereographic, 12
and Mercator projections; Lambert conformal is the most widely used projection in the 13 CMAQ modeling community. Latitude-longitude grids (e.g., in the WRF Nonhydrostatic 14 Mesoscale Model, NMM, core) are currently not supported in MCIP because substantial 15 changes would be required in the CMAQ modeling system to account for the absence of the 16 map-scale factors with latitude-longitude grids, and the governing equations in the CTM 17 would need to be recast without a dependency on map-scale factors. 18
The required meteorological input fields in MCIP are used to define the physical, dynamic, 19 and thermodynamic states of the troposphere and lower stratosphere for the emissions and the 20 CTM in CMAQ. These fields include geospatial information, prognostic state variables, and 21 several near-surface fields to sufficiently describe the atmospheric influence on the 22 production, dispersion, transport, and deposition of chemical constituents, particularly within 23 the planetary boundary layer (PBL) where the human and ecological populations can be 24 affected by exposure (prolonged or acute) to these species. The physical description of the 25 meteorological modeling domain (map projection, horizontal extent and grid spacing, vertical 26 layer structure, and model top) is ingested by MCIP. The gridding properties of the 27 meteorological model define the maximum extent of the air quality simulation domain, and 28 the CTM inherits this information from the meteorological model via MCIP. 29
Within MCIP, there is a capability to generate meteorological fields on a horizontal subset 30 (i.e., "window") of the meteorological model's simulation domain. Windows are typically 31 used in the CMAQ modeling system to remove the influences of the meteorological model's 32 lateral boundary conditions (generally on the order of five grid cells around the perimeter of 1 the domain), to limit the CTM simulation to a focal area within an oversized meteorological 2 domain, or to increase efficiency by reducing the computational area, particularly to test 3 scientific changes to the CTM. The options to specify a window and/or change a window 4 definition in MCIP are run-time input. 5
Another option in MCIP is to specify a vertical subset of the meteorological model's 6 computational layers to be used in the CTM. This technique, commonly called "layer 7 collapsing", is typically used to increase efficiency in the CTM by decreasing the number of 8 computational cells for chemical transport and vertical mixing. Layer collapsing is performed 9 in MCIP as a final step before the output is created; all of the vertical computations in MCIP 10 otherwise include the full vertical extent of the meteorological model fields. The layer fields 11 are collapsed using simple vertical interpolation of the meteorological fields on the two layers 12 that bound the desired output layer. In principle, the computational layers for the CTM can be 13 specified in MCIP to have nearly any distribution between the surface and the top of the 14 model. The exception is that MCIP output layers may not be specified to be closer to the 15 ground or closer to the model top than the lowest and highest meteorological model layers, 16 respectively, because additional assumptions regarding the stability at the bottom and/or top 17 of the atmosphere would be required, and those assumptions would be difficult to generalize 18 in a scientifically meaningful way. It is recommended, however, that when layer collapsing is 19 used in MCIP that the CTM have common layer interfaces with the meteorological model to 20 minimize interpolation. Layer collapsing is commonly used throughout the CMAQ 21 community for all ranges of applications (except two-way-coupled meteorology-chemistry 22 modeling which inherently requires all layers), and the layers are typically collapsed 23 preferentially near the top of the atmosphere, leaving the near-surface meteorological 24 conditions nearly intact for the CTM. It is also advisable to preserve vertical layers near the 25 tropopause to properly handle exchanges between the troposphere and stratosphere. Layer 26 collapsing will ensure mass conservation only when a CTM layer is comprised of no more 27 than two meteorological model layers and when the layer interfaces of the CTM layers are 28 coincident with layer interfaces from the meteorological model's vertical structure. 29 MCIP was originally developed and released in 1998 to support MM5 version 2 (MM5v2) 30 formatted data sets. In MCIP version 2.0, which was released in 2001, MCIP was expanded 31 to support output fields from MM5 version 3 (MM5v3), which has different dynamic 32 assumptions, vertical coordinate, and file format than MM5v2 and has been the primary input 1 data source for CMAQ over the past several years. Beginning with MCIP version 3.0 2 (released in 2005), MCIP was also upgraded and expanded to support output fields from 3 WRF-ARW. Although the MM5 and WRF models are closely related and contain many of 4 the same physics packages, the WRF model uses different state equations, fields, horizontal 5 and vertical coordinate systems, and file formats than MM5. Therefore, significant changes 6 were required to MCIP to ingest and prepare WRF model output for the CMAQ system. In 7 addition, MCIP was altered to prepare to move the computation of dry deposition velocities 8 from MCIP to the chemical transport model in the CMAQ system where bidirectional surface 9 fluxes (i.e., both deposition and evasion) could be computed as needed for various chemical 10 species (see Sect. 5.2). The most recent release of MCIP, version 3.4.1, became available in 11 2008 as companion software to CMAQ version 4.7. The following subsections describe 12 caveats of using MM5v3 and WRF-ARW model fields in MCIP. 13
Special information for MM5v3 model input 14
Because the CMAQ modeling system was first developed for MM5v2 fields, there are few 15 restrictions with using MM5v3 fields in MCIP. MM5 uses Arakawa B horizontal staggering 16 is used (see Sect. 5.4), preprocessed files that contain the satellite fields can also be processed 2 by MCIP. Several restrictions apply to the satellite processing option, and the default setting 3 is that it is not used in MCIP or in the CTM. 4
Special information for WRF-ARW input 5
Here, the linkage in MCIP only refers to the WRF-ARW core; linkage to the WRF-NMM 6 core via MCIP is not a publically available product. Like CMAQ, WRF-ARW uses an 7
Arakawa C-staggered horizontal grid, so horizontal interpolation of the WRF output fields is 8 generally not required in MCIP for CMAQ. The exception is that the plume rise calculations 9 in the emissions processor still expect wind components on the cell corners regardless of the 10 input meteorological model, so wind components are interpolated to the Arakawa B grid to 11 satisfy this requirement. 12
To use WRF fields, it is required that users add the following variables to the WRF output 13 to the output file. In addition, it is recommended but not required that fractional land use 20 (LANDUSEF) be added to the WRF history file to refine the calculations of the nocturnal 21 vertical mixing in urban areas and to apply the bidirectional surface flux calculations in the 22 CTM. Unlike MM5, there is no auxiliary file to be input with the WRF model output 23 ("wrfout") file because all of the required input fields are contained in this file as long as the 24 fields are selected to be part of the history file via the WRF Registry. 25
The WRF model fields must originate from WRFv2.0 or newer; earlier versions of the WRF 26 model are now obsolete. The WRF model output fields must be from simulations that use that 27 Eulerian mass core; beginning with WRFv3.0, the other dynamics options within WRF-ARW 28 were removed. The WRF model output must be in the netCDF-based input/output 29 applications programming interface (I/O API) format, which is the default. For WRF fields 30 prior to v3.0 (when this was an option), the non-hydrostatic dynamics option must be used for 31 the simulations because the internal equations in MCIP that compute the vertical velocity are 1 developed from the non-hydrostatic WRF model equations. WRF model output must be 2 captured hourly, at most, because the CTM expects meteorological fields resolved at no 3 coarser than hourly temporal spacing. 4
Most of the microphysics schemes that are available in the WRF model are compatible with 5 CMAQ. The hydrometeor species must be delineated into at least two components (cloud 6 water mixing ratio and rain water mixing ratio) to be used properly in the CTM. 7
Microphysics schemes that predict mixed-phase hydrometeors (i.e., also including ice and 8 snow mixing ratios) and graupel can also be used by the CTM and properly processed by 9 MCIP. However, the Ferrier microphysics scheme, which only generates a single lumped 10 hydrometeor output field, cannot be used with the CTM, and it is rejected by MCIP; an 11 algorithm to partition the hydrometeors from the Ferrier scheme may be considered for 12 implementation into MCIP at a later time. 13
To maximize the consistency between the meteorological model and CTM, particularly in an 14
offline modeling system where there is no feedback from the air quality to the meteorology, it 15 is desirable to use the same model algorithms to describe PBL processes. Using the 16 Asymmetric Convective Model version 2 (ACM2) (Pleim, 2007a,b) for the PBL in WRF is 17 advantageous because the ACM2 is the default PBL scheme to compute stability and vertical 18 mixing in the CTM. In cases where other PBL models are used in WRF, MCIP includes 19 algorithms to compute PBL heights and near-surface fields that are required for the CTM. 20
One additional caveat regarding PBL schemes in WRF is that higher-order PBL schemes 21 (e.g., with prognostic turbulent kinetic energy, TKE) can be processed by MCIP so that the 22 TKE field is passed on to the CTM. However, modifications to the CTM would be required 23 so that the TKE field can be used and the PBL processes are better reflected. 24
As with MM5, using the Pleim-Xiu LSM in the WRF model is useful to couple with the CTM 25 because many of the internal calculations of dry deposition velocities are tailored to fields that 26 originate from that scheme. Using the Pleim-Xiu LSM is not a requirement; fields from any 27 LSM in WRF can be accepted in MCIP. In fact, additional work in MCIP has been done 28 recently to better link with the NOAH LSM (Chen and Dudhia, 2001). However, additional 29 modifications can be introduced in MCIP to improve the coupling with fields from the NOAH 30 LSM and from other LSMs. 31
In the current MCIP release, the urban model in WRF has only been minimally linked to the 1 CTM. Additional modifications to the CTM would be required to properly treat the mixing 2 and near-surface fields from WRF in the CTM. In addition, a linkage with the urban canopy 3 model, which is new in WRFv3.1 (released April 2009) and can include prognostic model 4 layers within the urban canopy and much closer to the ground, will require greater testing in 5 MCIP and through the CTM before it could be publically released. The user input is read into MCIP via Fortran "namelists" (currently "filenames", "userdefs", 21 and "windowdefs"; see Table 1 ). Two properties of Fortran namelists are that the variables in 22 a particular namelist can be in any order, and not all of the variables that are part of the 23 namelist need to be specified. In MCIP, there are currently 23 user-definable fields. 24
However, only four of the run-time variables are required: the input meteorological file 25 names ("file_mm"), the start and end dates for MCIP processing ("mcip_start" and 26 "mcip_end"), and the meteorological processing interval ("intvl"). The latter of the required 27 input variables can be used to create MCIP output at a coarser temporal frequency than the 28 input meteorological fields; this can be particularly helpful for testing sensitivities to the 29 temporal interval of meteorological fields in the CTM. The remaining fields have reasonable 30 default values associated with them. 31
Derived fields 1
It is well-known that mass conservation is a very important property in CTMs such as the air 2 quality component of CMAQ (e.g., Byun, 1999; Jöckel et al., 2001; Stohl et al., 2004 ; Lee 3 et al., 2004) . In order to maintain mass consistency in the meteorological fields for chemical 4 transport, the continuity equation in the CMAQ modeling system is cast in terms of a 5 Jacobian-weighted density. Thus the transport is accomplished with species and atmospheric 6 fields coupled with a vertical Jacobian (for vertical coordinate transformation) and density, 7
and scaled by the map-scale factor to adjust for the grid-cell volume. Byun (1999) provides a 8 detailed description of the governing equations and the importance of the Jacobian and density 9
as they apply to the CMAQ modeling system. 10
The Jacobian and density are not included in the suite of meteorological output fields from 11 models such as MM5 and WRF. However, it is important that these fields (and particularly 12 the Jacobian) be derived carefully and with respect to the input model's governing equations 13 and vertical coordinate. The computation of the derived fields, such as the density and 14 Jacobian, occurs in MCIP for the CMAQ modeling system. In addition, the vertical velocity 15 in the generalized coordinate system is reconstructed to conserve mass, and it is provided as 16 part of the MCIP output. Byun (1999) provides general guidance on computing these derived 17 fields for common vertical coordinate systems in Eulerian meteorological modeling. The 18 following sections briefly describe the details of the calculations of the density, Jacobian, and 19 contravariant vertical velocity (i.e., the transformed vertical velocity in CMAQ's generalized 20 coordinate system) for MM5 and WRF-ARW. The state equations in the non-hydrostatic MM5v3 (Grell et al., 1994) are based on a constant 28 reference state and perturbations from that state: 29
where α represents the pressure, temperature, or density in space and time; 0 α is the 1 reference state, which is a function only of the vertical; and α ′ is the local perturbation in 2 space and time. 3
Although density is one of the base variables in MM5v3, it is not part of the output suite in the 4 model, and it must be computed in MCIP for the CTM. The density for MM5v3 data sets, 5 5 MM ρ , is computed in MCIP using the ideal gas law:
where 0 P is the base-state (or reference) pressure, P′ is the pressure deviation from the base-8 state (or perturbation) pressure, d R is the dry gas constant, and v T is the virtual temperature. 9
In this density calculation in MCIP, d R is set to the value that is used in MM5, 10 287.04 J kg -1 K -1 , to allow the density used in the CTM to most closely reflect the actual 11 values from MM5. 12
The vertical coordinate in MM5v3, σ , is time-invariant, terrain-following, and a function of The contravariant vertical velocity, ξ & , which is used in the CTM for mass conservation, is 1 computed in MCIP based on the vertical coordinate of the incoming meteorological model. 2
For MM5v3, the contravariant vertical velocity is: 3
where u and v are the horizontal wind components interpolated to the scalar points (see 5 
WRF-ARW 9
The vertical coordinate in the WRF-ARW core (hereafter, WRF) is terrain-following, based 10 on dry hydrostatic pressure, and alternatively called a mass coordinate: The prognostic equations in WRF can be cast in terms of a reference state (which is in 18 hydrostatic balance) and a perturbation from that state: 19
where β represents total pressure, geopotential, or inverse dry density; β and d μ denote 22 reference values; and β ′ and d μ′ are local perturbations in space and time.
23
While inverse density can be output from WRF via the Registry file, the density and its 24 components are not part of the WRF history file as a default. Therefore, it is advantageous to 25 compute density within MCIP using the appropriate fields from the default WRF output rather 1 than insist that users modify WRF to generate additional three-dimensional output fields. The 2 density for WRF, WRF ρ , is computed using the ideal gas law and using the components of the 3 algorithm as they appear in the WRF model: 4
where P is computed in the numerator from the reference and perturbation, T is the 6 temperature (derived from pressure and potential temperature), v R is the moist gas constant, 7
and q is the water vapor mixing ratio. In this density calculation in MCIP, d R and v R are set 8 to 287.0 J kg -1 K -1 and 461.6 J kg -1 K -1 , respectively, to match the values used in WRF-ARW. 9
The inverse of the results from Eq. (9) were compared to having inverse density directly 10 output in the WRF history file, and this reconstruction of density was consistent to six decimal 11 places (or machine precision). 12
Because WRF-ARW is based on a mass-conserving set of equations, the Jacobian, WRF J , 13 could easily be computed from one of the WRF-ARW state equations: 14 to maintain consistency between the meteorological and air quality models. However, there 17 are some atmospheric fields that are particularly relevant to air quality modeling in addition to 18 those described in Sect. 4, and it is impractical to require all meteorological model users to 19 generate such specialized fields. Therefore, in some circumstances it is necessary to augment 20 the meteorological model output fields with using internal algorithms in MCIP. 21
Cloud fields 22
It is uncommon for meteorological models to generate the full suite of specific cloud and 23 moisture fields that are required as input for the CTM. Therefore, MCIP is used to diagnose 24 some additional cloud-related fields from meteorological state variables for use in the CTM. 25
MCIP diagnoses for each horizontal grid cell the cloud coverage, cloud base and top, and the 26 average liquid water content in the cloud using a series of simple algorithms based on a 27 relative humidity threshold. These cloud algorithms are described in detail in Byun et al. 1 (1999) . The MCIP-derived cloud fields are then used in the CTM for photolysis calculations. near-surface fields are also used in the emissions processing for plume-rise calculations, 10 biogenic emissions calculations, and temperature-dependent emissions from mobile sources. 11
Others are used in the CTM for the near-surface vertical mixing and for the dry deposition 12 velocity calculations (see Sect. 5.3) and to characterize the evolution of the PBL. 13
Dry deposition velocities 14
Chemical dry deposition velocities can be computed in MCIP using the "M3Dry" model. Currently the option to use satellite processing in MCIP requires additional preprocessing 4 software and data sets that are freely available from and maintained by the University of 5
Alabama at Huntsville (see http://satdas.nsstc.nasa.gov). The satellite processing is currently 6 also restricted to GOES-East (i.e., the eastern United States), and it has only been adapted for 7 fields from MM5 at this time; a future release of MCIP may include the adaptations to the 8 WRF model. In addition, the use of the satellite observations in MCIP for CMAQ can create 9 inconsistencies in the representation of clouds with respect to the dynamic fields simulated by 10 MM5 (e.g., temperature, precipitation, humidity). Table 2 ). Each file includes fields that have common temporal, 27 horizontal, and vertical dimensions, and each file name contains three parts to represent each 28 of those components, respectively. Not all of the output files listed in Table 2 are generated  29 for each input meteorological model. 30 1 that is used to communicate domain and projection parameters to other elements of the 2 CMAQ modeling system that use the I/O API. In addition, the text-based "mmheader" file 3 (which contains the MM5v3 user options) is generated by MCIP when MM5v3 fields are 4 processed in MCIP, largely because MM5v3 is stored in its own independent binary format. 5
However, "mmheader" is not generated for files from the WRF model because those files are 6 written in an independent I/O API that is also built on netCDF, and the header information 7 (i.e., user options within the WRF model simulation) can easily be accessed using the netCDF 8 utility command "ncdump". A final output file from MCIP is a text-based log file that 9
contains some background information about the MCIP run, including which internal options 10 were used (i.e., whether certain variables were found in the meteorological model output or if 11 those fields were computed internally in MCIP), as well as a sample of the input and output 12 fields for a user-defined grid cell. 13 MCIP creates a standard suite of static, time-invariant (Table 3) wide (see Fig. 1 ). As in many other modeling systems, the CMAQ system (including MCIP) 10 is undergoing continuous development to keep pace with the state-of-the-science and its The core software from MCIP has been used directly or adapted in several other air quality 7 modeling applications to either (1) link another meteorological model to the CMAQ modeling 8 system, or (2) link MM5 or the WRF model fields to another CTM. Some of the extensions 9 of MCIP in other air quality applications include: 10
• Linking the Eta Model (Black, 1994) with the CTM using the preprocessor to CMAQ 11 PREMAQ, the core of the PREMAQ code originated from MCIP, and PREMAQ was 20 tailored for the WRF-NMM analogously to the changes in the vertical grid structure that 21 were required for the Eta Model. Because the operational WRF-NMM fields were 22 interpolated from their native latitude-longitude grid to be ingested by PREMAQ, this 23 precludes the adaptation of this instantiation of PREMAQ into MCIP for community 24 distribution. 25 • Linking the WRF-NMM in its raw form (rotated latitude-longitude domain and 26 Arakawa E staggering; see Fig. 2 ) with the CTM in the WRF-CMAQ Interface Processor 27 (WCIP) (Byun et al., 2006) . WCIP was developed using MCIP as baseline software that 28 was modified for the WRF-NMM gridding and mapping systems. Substantial changes are 29 also required to the CTM to adapt to the WRF-NMM gridding and mapping, so the 30 changes in WCIP have not been included in the community releases of MCIP and CMAQ. 31
• MCIP was modified and adapted to use internal WRF fields as part of a two-way 1 ("online") coupled WRF-CMAQ model (Pleim et al., 2008) . In the online model, 2 feedbacks occur from the CTM to WRF, and there is no need for an intermediate MCIP 3 step. However, there is still a need to translate meteorological fields and develop the 4 diagnostic fields that are required for coordinate transformations, so MCIP was reduced to 5 a suite of tailored subroutines that are inserted into WRF. That adaptation of MCIP as 6 "aqprep" will be made publically available in 2011 as part of a major update to the CMAQ 7 system. 8
• MCIP was used "as is" to provide input to National Research Council-Canada's Modular 9
Air Quality Model (MAQM) (Jiang et al., 2008) . MAQM is another state-of-the-science 10 Eulerian air quality modeling system. 11
• MCIP was adapted to process fields from Environment Canada's Global Environmental 12
Multiscale (GEM) model (Côté et al., 1998) for use in CMAQ (Smyth et al., 2006). 13 Changes to MCIP to support GEM were not contributed back to the CMAQ developers for 14 inclusion in the released code. 15
• MCIP was modified to link the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) (Pielke 16 et al., 1992) to CMAQ (Sugata et al., 2000) . These changes included modifying the 17 RAMS postprocessor in addition to modifying MCIP. Because the linkage with RAMS 18 involved modifications to upstream codes that are outside the CMAQ system, these 19 modifications were not included in the community release of MCIP. 20 Several other linkages that use MCIP directly to link other international meteorological 21 models to CMAQ have also been discussed but have not been published. There are places in 22 the MCIP software that are designated for extensions to additional meteorological models, if 23 desired. Community-based contributions to and extensions of using MCIP to couple with 24 other meteorological models are welcomed. 25 26 9 Future outlook 27 The CMAQ modeling system is a dynamic and evolving air quality modeling system that is 28 under continuous development to reflect the state of the science and expanding applications. 29
As MCIP is a key component of that system, it, too, must adapt to the state-of-the-science. 30
For example, the dry deposition velocity calculations that have been included in MCIP since 31 the CMAQ modeling system was publically released are being transitioned to the CTM to facilitate and further scientific development. While it has been convenient to include those 1 calculations in MCIP as preprocessing for the CTM, it has become necessary to compute dry 2 deposition velocities in conjunction with dry evasion (or emissions) for some species (e.g., 3 ammonia and mercury) in a more comprehensive bidirectional surface flux algorithm. Hence, 4 those calculations will be removed from MCIP in the next major release. 5
In addition, as new science is added to the WRF model, MCIP must be modified to adapt to 6 those changes. Additional output fields may be created with new science modules, and those 7 fields should be considered for use in the CTM, as appropriate. For example, the urban model MCIP for all variables except the input file names ("file_mm"), the start and end times 2 ("mcip_start" and "mcip_end"), and the processing interval ("intvl" Fig. 2a (dot points and cross points) and Fig. 2b (cell faces and cross points). Output for XX land use categories from 01 to NN, where NN is the number of categories in 5 the classification system used by the meteorological model. 6 c Only output for models with time-invariant reference layer heights (e.g., currently only for 7 MM5 and not WRF). 8 
